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Denali is a powerful product with a structure that can grow along with your business.
In this chapter, you will find important information on what you need to do before you
convert your existing data to Denali, the steps to complete the conversion process,
and what you must do after the conversion is complete.
NOTE: You can only convert CMS Professional data into the 32-bit version of
Denali.

Before Converting to Denali
Denali is designed using SQL technology. Because this technology revolves around a relational
database, it is important that the data you convert meets the requirements of this type of database.
During the conversion, Denali will validate your existing data and if any problems exist, you will have
the opportunity to correct them.
Before you convert your CMS Professional data to Denali, there are some processes you need to
complete.

Ensure the Correct Version of CMS Professional is
Installed
If you are a CMS Professional customer, you must be using the latest version before you can convert
any data to Denali. If this is not the case, or for more information on the version requirement, contact
your account representative at (800) 338-3038. If you have the latest version available installed on your
system, continue with the other processes required before you start the conversion.
Keep in mind that if you have CMS Professional and Denali installed on separate systems, when you
start the conversion process, the system on which Denali is installed will need access to the entire CMS
Professional installation folder.
When you finish all of the recommended preparation processes, continue to “Conversion Process” on
page 7.

Verify Data Accuracy
As part of the pre-conversion process, we highly recommend you run the Control Reports for Accounts
Payable, Accounts Receivable, and Inventory in CMS Professional to help ensure there are no
discrepancies in your existing data. If you find discrepancies, correct them before you continue with the
pre-conversion processes. This step helps ensure your existing data is accurate before you back it up
and convert it.

Conversion to Denali
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Post Activity, Back Up Existing Data, Purge, and
Reindex
You must post all transactions and activity before you convert. If you have open batches in Payroll or
Bank Reconciliation, you must post or clear them before you convert.
It is critical that you back up your existing data. Although it is not likely, if something unforeseen occurs
during the conversion process to corrupt your data, you can restore it from the backup.
If you have a large amount of data, the conversion process could be lengthy. To decrease the
conversion process time, we recommend you purge unneeded data from each module you convert;
always back up your data before you purge it.
You should also reindex your data files before you convert your data to Denali. This checks your files
for corrupt records.
When you finish all of the recommended preparation processes, continue to “Conversion Process” on
page 7.

Update Credit Card Code Type
Though not a requirement, if you accept credit cards as tender and have not updated your Credit Card
Codes type since upgrading to CMS Professional version 5.0 (released June 2000), you should do so
to convert them to Denali. You can create new codes in Denali after conversion, but if you want to
convert existing codes, you must set each code to the proper type. For example, if you have a code set
up for MasterCard, you need to make sure this is the type set in the Credit Card Codes window. You
must do this for existing codes in Accounts Payable, Accounts Receivable, Order Entry, and/or Point of
Sale.
When you finish all of the recommended preparation processes, continue to “Conversion Process” on
page 7.

Update General Ledger Accounts
If you use special characters in general ledger account numbers, you need to renumber your accounts
in CMS Professional and remove the special characters. Denali does not allow special characters. If
you use special characters as segment separators, once your CMS Professional accounts are
converted, you will be able to define account segment separators in Denali.

Ensure Users are Out of the System
Make sure all users are logged out of the system before you attempt to convert any data to Denali. If a
user is logged into the system during the data validation phase of the process, it will detect the user and
stop the process. You will receive an error that indicates the number of users in the system. Once the
user(s) log out, you will be able to restart the conversion. If all of your users are out of the system,
continue with the other required processes before you start the conversion. When you finish all of the
recommended preparation processes, continue to “Conversion Process” on page 7.
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Print Out Valuable Reports
To help you ensure your data converts correctly, we highly recommend you print out the following
reports in CMS Professional before you start the conversion process. Review the report(s) for each
module you plan to convert to Denali.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Accounts Payable: Aging Report, Control Report, 1099-MISC Report (1099 Summary)
Accounts Receivable: Aged Analysis Report (Summary), Control Report
Bank Reconciliation: Bank Register Report (Summary)
General Ledger: Audit Trail Report, Trial Balance Report
Inventory: Control Report, On Hand Report (Detail for MLI only)
Payroll: Employee History Report, EFTPS History Report, W-2s
Purchase Order: Open PO Report
Sales (OE): Sales History Report
Sales (POS): Register Codes Report, Sales History Report, Sales Tax Report

After conversion, print out the same reports in Denali to verify the accuracy of your data. On the GL Audit
Trail Report in Denali, the balance forward total reflects the sum of the balance forward amounts that
appear on the actual report; whereas for CMS Professional, this same total reflects the balance forward
amounts even if they do not appear on the actual report.
When you finish all of the recommended preparation processes, continue to “Conversion Process” on
page 7. If not, complete the remaining processes before starting conversion.

Conversion Process
This section assumes you reviewed all of the information in “Before Converting to Denali” on page 5; if
this is not the case, please do so before you continue with the conversion process.
To convert existing data for all modules:

1

In Denali, select the Set Up/Select Organization icon from the workflow.
The CMS Set Up/Select Organization window opens.

Figure 1: Set Up/Select Organization window
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2

In the Set Up/Select Organization window, click New.
The CMS Select Accounting Type window appears.

3

From the radio buttons in the CMS Select Accounting Type window choose if you want to create a
Fund or Non-Fund organization type.
After you select OK, the Create Denali Organization window appears.

Figure 2: Create Denali Organization window

4

In the Create Denali Organization window, select the Convert from CMS Professional radio button.
This option is only available in the 32-bit version of Denali.

5
6

Select OK.
Continue with the instructions in “CMS Professional to Denali Conversion Settings” on page 8.
To convert existing data for Payroll only: (only available in 32-bit Denali)

1

Open the Controller module by selecting Start > All Programs > Denali by Cougar Mountain >
Controller.

2

When the CMS Select Organization window appears, double-click the organization you want to
convert your Payroll data into and log in.

3

Select Organization > Convert Payroll To Denali from the menu bar. If you already installed Payroll
into the organization, a message appears that informs you that Payroll is already installed and any
data you entered in Denali will be overwritten by the data converted from CMS Professional.

4

Select OK to begin the conversion.
The CMS Professional to Denali Conversion window appears.

5

Continue with the instructions in “CMS Professional to Denali Conversion Settings” on page 8.

CMS Professional to Denali Conversion Settings
This section assumes you have completed the steps in “Conversion Process” on page 7. In the CMS
Professional to Denali Conversion window, you will define the conversion settings.
NOTE: The steps in this section only apply to a full conversion. If you are converting
payroll data into an existing company using the Organization > Convert Payroll
to Denali option in Controller, once you select the CMS Professional company
to convert from, the Payroll check box is enabled and checked by default and
all other options in the window are disabled. Click the Validate/Convert Data
button to convert your payroll data.
To define conversion settings:

1

In the CMS Professional to Denali Conversion window, select the location of your CMS Professional
organization data.
Conversion to Denali
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Figure 3: CMS Professional to Denali Conversion window

2

In the Organization Code box, select the code for your existing CMS Professional organization. Many
of the fields and options in this window are disabled until you select your organization code.

3

Depending on your business needs, you can either keep the default settings for the module check
boxes, or deselect any module(s) you do not want to convert.
A module check box is active and checked by default if all of the following are true:

• The system detects CMS Professional data for the module (posted or unposted).
• The module is installed for Denali.
• The proper licensing key(s) exists for the module in Denali.
If at least one of these statements is not true, the module appears disabled and/or unchecked and you
cannot convert data from it.
If you previously converted a module(s), see “Converting a Previously Converted Organization” on
page 11.

4

Enter the Denali conversion information and database settings.You may modify these settings at this
time. The settings are:

• New Organization Code: This is a unique six-digit character code used by Denali to distinguish
your organization. The selected code appears by default with "ACT" or a three-digit number
appended to it. You can edit this code. If you previously converted your organization, see
“Converting a Previously Converted Organization” on page 11.

• Organization Name: This field reflects the full name (description) of your organization and auto
fills with the Organization Name from the CMS Organization Information window of the CMS
Professional program. You can edit this field.

• Server Type: This field shows the SQL server type to which you are connecting.
Conversion to Denali
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• Server Location: This field auto fills with the location of the primary server.
• Database Name: This field defaults to the organization code with "ACT" or a three-digit numeric
value appended to it. If you previously converted your organization, see “Converting a
Previously Converted Organization” on page 11.

Figure 4: CMS Organization Information window

5

Once the information and settings are complete in the CMS Professional to Denali Conversion
window, select the Validate/Convert Data button to begin the process.
After you select this button, the status bars in this window show the stage of the process.The system
first validates the existing data to make sure it will properly convert (see “Data Validation Outcomes” on
page 15). Then, it converts the existing data into the new Denali database (see “Data Conversion
Outcomes” on page 16). The process might take a significant amount of time depending on your
hardware and the amount of data you convert.
If at any point in the process a problem is detected that affects the data, an error message appears and
you will have the opportunity to view a report. You can also print the report to use to correct the errors
before continuing. In some cases, the problem can be automatically corrected by the system as part of
the conversion process. Refer to “Working with the Conversion Reports” on page 11 for more
information on the different conversion reports that might appear. You can also refer to “Troubleshooting
Options” on page 17 for other information about problems.

6

When the conversion process finishes, a completion message appears that indicates the conversion
was successful. Select OK to close the message and the conversion window. The CMS Set Up/Select
Organization window appears from which you can select your organization.
Now that you have completed the conversion process, refer to “After Converting to Denali” on page 13
before you start working with the program.

Conversion to Denali
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Converting a Previously Converted Organization
With the exception of Payroll, you cannot reconvert your CMS Professional data into the same Denali
organization.
If you are reconverting your organization data into a new Denali organization, there are a few settings
that you must address. For these settings, you can either accept the default changes or modify the
settings manually in the CMS Professional to Denali Conversion window. The information we present
in this section explains the changes you must consider.

• Modules to Convert check boxes: With the exception of Payroll, you cannot reconvert a module
into an existing Denali organization or only convert a module you haven’t previously converted.
We recommend you reconvert all CMS Professional modules into a new Denali organization
database.
If you’re converting payroll data into an existing company, you need to use the Convert Payroll To
Denali option. To access this option in Controller, select Organization > Convert Payroll To Denali
from the menu bar.

• New Organization Code: By default, the code in this field includes a three-digit numeric value
appended to the end of it. In this case, you can keep the default setting, but we recommend you
change this code to a new, meaningful one for your organization.

• Database Name: By default, this field includes the organization code with a three-digit numeric
value appended to the end of it. You can keep the default setting, but we recommend you
change this code to a new meaningful one for your organization that correlates with any change
you made to your Organization Code.
To address problems or errors, refer to “Troubleshooting Options” on page 17 before you contact
Customer Support.

Working with the Conversion Reports
During the conversion process, a few reports might appear that detail different steps of the conversion.
The Pre-Conversion Data Checklist might require you to correct data in CMS Professional before you
continue with the conversion. It is important that you view and/or print the reports that appear. This
section contains an explanation and sample of each report.
You can also access some of the conversion reports in the Controller module after you complete the
process by selecting Reports > Conversion from the menu bar. This menu option is only accessible if
a report is available to view and if you have security rights. Remember, not all reports are available after
the process; for this reason, we highly recommend you print any report that is available during the
process for reference purposes.
If you wish to remove the auto-generated report from a submenu, select the Remove Conversion
Reports option.

Pre-Conversion Data Checklist
This report appears following the data validation process. It reflects where codes and/or values are
present in one area of CMS Professional data, but not in another area. Due to the relational structure
of Denali, you must correct these issues in the data before you can continue. The system can
automatically correct some of the issues, while you must manually correct others before you continue.
If you manually correct the data, you can either add the code/value where it does not exist, or change
the already existing code/value.

Conversion to Denali
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Figure 5: Pre-Conversion Data Checklist Report
You can also access this report in the Controller module after you complete the conversion process. To
do this, select Reports > Conversion > Pre-Conversion Data Checklist from the menu bar and
choose the report you wish to view.

Denali Integration Status Report
This report appears after the conversion process is complete. The information it includes reflects the
type of integration attempted, the integration setting that was in CMS Professional, and the status of the
integration setting in Denali after the data conversion process.

Figure 6: Denali Integration Status Report
You can also access this report in the Controller module after you complete the conversion process. To
do this, select Reports > Conversion > Integration Status Report from the menu bar.

Conversion to Denali
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To fix integration errors that appear on this report, open the Integration tab of the Module Preferences
window in the affected module and click the Fix <Module> Integration button. A report is then available
to view the errors that need to be fixed before you can successfully integrate.

Codes or Values Added Report
The information included in this report reflects the CMS Professional codes and/or values that were
missing in the Denali database and were automatically added during the conversion process.
If you converted Bank Reconciliation data that was originally entered in DOS and there were empty
check number/source document fields, the data in these fields will now appear as Converted <Activity
Type> on your reports.

Figure 7: Codes or Values Added Report
You can also access this report in the Controller module after you complete the conversion process. To
do this, select Reports > Conversion > Codes/Values Added Report from the menu bar.

After Converting to Denali
Now that the conversion process is complete, you can get started in Denali. We recommend you do the
following before you continue setting up or begin entering new data in Denali:

• Refer to the Getting Started guide and Release Notes to help you get started.
• Redefine your credit card settings in Denali if you accept credit cards as tender for transactions.
• Reset passwords for CMS User IDs and AR Clerk Codes or inform those using these passwords
that they will now be all uppercase.

• Define your printers in Denali if any were set up on the Print Options tab in Module Preferences.
• Recreate any custom reports you created in Report Writer because they are not compatible with
Crystal Reports, which is the reporting software used with Denali. Refer to the documentation
available with Crystal Reports for assistance on creating custom reports.

• Redefine custom report selections that were set up to open directly from certain report windows.

Conversion to Denali
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Additional Conversion
Information
Data Validation Outcomes
Data Conversion Outcomes
Troubleshooting Options

This chapter presents some troubleshooting options for converting data to Denali.
Although Cougar Mountain works diligently to provide a product that will function
smoothly for our customers, some issues might appear during the conversion. For this
reason, we provide troubleshooting options as well as possible solutions to some
common issues that might occur.

Data Validation Outcomes
Once the system evaluates that data, there are four possible outcomes.

• The data comes back with problems that cannot be resolved and requires the user to manually
fix the CMS Professional data.

• The data comes back with some problems that can be resolved if the user wants the software
to add in all of the codes/values.

• The data comes back validated and there will be no problems with the conversion.
• There may be unpredictable server-side errors that will occur.

Problems Require Manual Correction
If this outcome occurs, an error message appears (see “Troubleshooting Options” on page 17). The
user will have an option to view the Pre-Conversion Data Checklist Report (see “Pre-Conversion Data
Checklist” on page 11). The software will unlock the CMS Professional tables.

Problems Require Adding Codes and/or Values
If this outcome occurs, an error message appears (see “Troubleshooting Options” on page 17). You
have a few options to resolve this.

• If you select the Cancel button, the message closes, focus returns to the CMS Professional to
Denali Conversion window, and the CMS Professional tables are unlocked.

• If you select the Report button, the print options window appears which allows you to select a
viewing method of the report. The Pre-Conversion Data Checklist Report prints (see “PreConversion Data Checklist” on page 11).

• If you select the OK button, then the program closes this message and begins the conversion.
At this point, missing codes and/or values are automatically added where required.

No Problems Detected for Conversion
If no problems are detected, the conversion process begins. Focus remains on the CMS Professional
to Denali Conversion window.

Additional Conversion Information
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Unpredictable Problems Occur
Most of the server-side errors are unpredictable. If you are unable to correct the problem, we
recommend you contact your IT Specialist or our Conversion Specialists for assistance (1 800 3907053).

Data Conversion Outcomes
Once the data validation is complete, the system automatically starts the data conversion process. If at
any time during this process you select the Cancel button in the CMS Professional to Denali
Conversion window, the process will stop. You can then either select the Cancel button to completely
stop the conversion process, or select the Validate/Convert Data button to continue with the process.
During the conversion process, the following occurs:

• the system adds codes and/or values into the appropriate tables (see “Codes and/or Values” on
page 16)

• the system combines frequency codes into a global table (see “Frequency Codes” on page 16)
• the system attempts to assign user rights (see “User Rights” on page 16)
• the system assigns an expiration date of 1/1/2000 to lot numbered stock items if they don’t
already have an expiration date (see “Inventory Lot Numbers” on page 17)

• the system attempts to integrate modules (see “Module Integration” on page 17)

Codes and/or Values
The software converts the data to the Denali database and adds the codes and/or values into the
appropriate tables where they are missing. The print options window appears for the Codes or Values
Added Report (see “Codes or Values Added Report” on page 13).
If you convert budget information, the software creates a default Budget Code named CONVBUDGET
that contains your existing budget data. All accounts associated with the budget information are
attached to it.

Frequency Codes
In CMS Professional, the Frequency Codes are not in tables but exist in other areas of the software such
as the recurring transaction records. In Denali these codes are converted to a global code table and
appears in a Lookup that is available in all applicable modules.

User Rights
The software adds the user rights from CMS Professional for the modules selected in the CMS
Professional to Denali Conversion window. If a right exists in Denali and does not exist in CMS
Professional, the default is set so the user does not have the right. If multiple options exist in CMS
Professional that are combined in Denali, such as in Sales, and one is on and the other off, the rights
are automatically set to "off" in Denali. If the user rights available in Denali do not exist in CMS
Professional, the Denali rights default to "off" when user data is converted.
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Inventory Lot Numbers
When you convert lot numbered stock items from CMS Professional into Denali, the expiration date is
set to 1/1/2000. To change this date, you can access the database through SQL Server Management
Studio, or you can perform an adjustment transaction to subtract and then add stock item quantity with
the correct expiration date.
For instructions on how to complete an adjustment transaction, see the Inventory Help. For help using
SQL Management Studio, call Support at (800) 390-7053.

Module Integration
During the conversion process, the system automatically attempts to set your integration settings at the
same level as they are in the CMS Professional program. The two possible outcomes for this part of the
process are:

• The modules are integrated automatically.
• The modules require manually setting the integration.
Each of these possibilities are covered in detail in this section.
If you use both components of the Sales module (Order Entry and Point of Sale) in Denali, there are
two options for how your integration to Accounts Payable will be set by default. If you were using both
Order Entry and Point of Sale in CMS Professional and each module had a different integration setting
to Accounts Payable, integration to Accounts Payable will be off for both components in Denali. If you
used only either Order Entry or Point of Sale in CMS Professional, the integration to Accounts Payable
for both components in Denali is the same as it was for the module you were using in CMS Professional.

Integrating the Modules Automatically
The software automatically attempts to integrate the modules in Denali to the same level of integration
as you had set in CMS Professional. After the software attempts to integrate the modules, the print
options window appears for the Integration Status Report (see “Denali Integration Status Report” on
page 12). If integration fails, an error message appears (see “Integrating the Modules Fails” on
page 17).

Integrating the Modules Manually
After the conversion is done, you may want to change the integration settings of a module. To do this,
open the module in which you wish to modify the integration settings and select Options > Module
Preferences from the menu bar. In the Module Preferences window, select the level of integration
desired for each module and select Save. Refer to the Getting Started guide for additional information.

Integrating the Modules Fails
If integration fails, you will see an error message. If you select the OK button, the print options window
opens from which you can print the Denali Integration Error Report. Reasons for failure are displayed
on the report. The software also saves a time-stamped copy of the report in XML that you can access
by selecting Reports > Integration > Integration Error Report and choosing the report you wish to
view from the menu bar.

Troubleshooting Options
At times, problems or errors can occur that are simple to fix without contacting Customer Support. Here
we indicate some common problems that might occur during the conversion process and ways to
correct them. To view possible outcomes (not necessarily errors) that might occur during the conversion
Additional Conversion Information
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process, see “Data Validation Outcomes” on page 15 and “Data Conversion Outcomes” on page 16.
To fix this:

Try this:

I am unable to select a module check box
in the CMS Professional to Denali
Conversion window.

First verify that you have the proper licensing key(s)
for the module in Denali.

I previously converted my CMS
Professional organization data, but when I
attempt to reconvert it, I get an error
message.

Once you convert existing CMS Professional data
into a Denali organization code, you cannot
reconvert into the same code. You must either
delete the existing Denali organization code from
the server and workstation(s) or convert into a
different organization code (see “Converting a
Previously Converted Organization” on page 11).

After converting my CMS Professional
data, my custom reports are no longer
available.

Custom reports for CMS Professional are created
using Report Writer, which is not compatible with
Denali. You must recreate your custom reports
using Crystal Reports. If you purchased this thirdparty product with your Denali product(s), refer to
the documentation that accompanied it for
information on creating custom reports. If you wish
to purchase this product now, contact your account
executive at (800) 388-3038.

My CMS Professional Credit Card Codes
did not convert into Denali.

If your CMS Professional Credit Card Codes were
created prior to version 5.0 (June 2000) and the
credit card type was not updated before
conversion, you must recreate the codes in Denali.

If you do, verify that the module in CMS
Professional has data associated with it and was
not previously converted (see “Converting a
Previously Converted Organization” on page 11).

After converting my CMS Professional data Verify that your device and/or authorization settings
are accurate. During conversion to Denali, these
to Denali, I am unable to use my
settings are deleted and you need to redefine them.
authorization software and/or device(s).
Refer to the documentation available for Denali
product(s) for instructions.
After converting my Payroll CMS
Professional data, I get an error message in
Denali that direct deposit is set up using the
old NPC format.

This error occurs if you had set up NPC in CMS
Professional. The NPC format is no longer used. To
prevent this error message from appearing, in
Denali Payroll open the Module Preferences Direct
Deposit tab. In the Identification field, enter the
proper value (or any value if you will not be using
direct deposit) and save. After you save, the error
message will no longer appear.

Depending on the issue you are having with the conversion, you might need to contact your IT Specialist
or Cougar Mountain Customer Support at (800) 390-7053. If you would like to offer suggestions for
additions to this section, please email us at documentation@cougarmtn.com.
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